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 Recent formal work in nuclear deterrence theory has focused on
 brinkmanship crises in which states exert coercive pressure by manipulating the risk of
 an unlimited nuclear exchange. This essay extends the formal analysis of deterrence
 theory to the strategy of limited retaliation in which states exert coercive pressure by
 inflicting limited amounts of damage in order to make the threat of future punishment
 more credible. This strategy is modeled as a game of sequential bargaining with incom-
 plete information. The equilibria suggest that states prefer relatively smaller, less-
 destructive limited options; that counterforce options are desirable even if they cannot
 limit the total amount of damage an adversary can inflict; that smaller, less-destructive
 limited nuclear options may make a nuclear exchange more likely; and that uncertainty
 and incomplete information may significantly enhance deterrence.

 If both superpowers
 have secure second-strike capabilities,
 each can absorb a first strike and then
 destroy the other with a retaliatory sec-
 ond strike. In this technological condition
 of mutually assured destruction, there are
 at least two approaches to deterrence. The
 first, brinkmanship, is based on manipu-
 lating the risk that a crisis will go out of
 control and will end in an unlimited
 nuclear exchange. In a brinkmanship
 crisis, each state tries to coerce its adver-
 sary into backing down by raising the risk
 of an unlimited exchange to a level that its
 adversary finds intolerably high (Jervis
 1979, 1984; Kahn 1965; Powell 1985;
 Schelling 1960, 1962a, 1962b, 1966). The
 second approach to deterrence is based on
 a strategy of limited retaliation. In this
 approach each state tries to coerce its
 adversary into backing down by inflicting
 a limited amount of punishment in order
 to make the threat of future punishment
 sufficiently credible that the adversary no

 longer finds it worthwhile to continue the
 confrontation (Davis 1976; Halperin
 1963; Kaplan 1962; Knorr 1962; Osgood
 1979; Powell 1985; Schelling 1962a, 1965,
 1966).

 Recent formal work (Nalebuff 1986;
 Powell 1987, 1988) has used games of
 incomplete information and the notion of
 sequential or perfect equilibria to examine
 the escalatory dynamics of nuclear brink-
 manship. I extend the formal analysis of
 strategic nuclear deterrence to the study
 of the strategy of limited retaliation by
 modeling this strategy as a game of
 sequential bargaining with incomplete
 information. The game is sufficiently sim-
 ple that its sequential equilibria may be
 characterized explicitly and then used to
 study the dynamics of escalation in this
 strategy. The analysis suggests four con-
 clusions. First, each state prefers to have a
 large number of limited options, that is,
 options that if exercised, cause relatively
 little damage. Second, each state also
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 wants to have counterforce options. This
 conclusion is surprising because each state
 is assumed to be able to destroy the other
 state throughout the confrontation.
 Counterforce options are, by assumption,
 incapable of helping a state limit the
 damage that an adversary is capable of
 inflicting if it decides to do so. Neverthe-
 less, counterforce options are still desir-
 able. The third conclusion is related to the
 effects of smaller, less-destructive limited
 options on crisis stability. It is argued
 both that smaller, less-destructive limited
 options make nuclear war less "unthink-
 able" and therefore more likely (Panofsky
 1973; Scoville 1974) and that they make a
 threat to retaliate more credible and thus
 enhance deterrence and make war less
 likely (Greenwood and Nacht 1974; Kahn
 1962; Schlesinger 1974). In the model a
 large reduction in the destructiveness of a
 state's limited options may reduce the
 probability of a nuclear exchange, but a
 small reduction may make a nuclear ex-
 change-albeit a less destructive one-
 more likely. Finally, the analysis shows
 that uncertainty about an adversary's
 resolve may play a crucial role in enhanc-
 ing deterrence by preventing challenges to
 the status quo that would be certain to
 occur otherwise.

 The analysis begins with a discussion of
 the strategy of limited retaliation and its
 relation to brinkmanship. Limited retalia-
 tion is then examined in the context of a
 game of complete information. There-
 after, I consider the effects of introducing
 incomplete information into the model.

 The Strategy of
 Limited Retaliation

 The strategy of limited retaliation at-
 tempted to solve the credibility problem
 inherent in the doctrine of massive retalia-
 tion once both superpowers acquired
 secure second-strike strategic forces. In
 the doctrine of massive retaliation, the

 United States tried to protect the entire
 spectrum of U.S. interests ranging from
 the most peripheral to the most vital by
 threatening to launch a massive nuclear
 attack in retaliation to a challenge to any
 of these interests.' This doctrine was im-
 mediately criticized as being an ineffectual
 means of protecting peripheral U.S. inter-
 ests (Kaufmann 1956). The threat to re-
 taliate massively to a challenge to these
 interests was simply not credible. Never-
 theless, as long as the United States
 remained relatively invulnerable to a
 Soviet nuclear attack, the doctrine was
 not criticized as a means of protecting
 vital interests like Western Europe.

 Once both superpowers acquired
 second-strike forces, the doctrine of mass-
 ive retaliation appeared ineffectual even if
 used to protect only vital interests. Carry-
 ing out the threat to launch a massive
 nuclear attack would mean one's own
 destruction. The cost of implementing the
 threat was greater than the cost of not
 doing so; thus the threat seemed inherent-
 ly incredible. The doctrine of massive
 retaliation foundered on the problem of
 credibility.

 Nuclear deterrence theory offered two
 general solutions to the problem of credi-
 bility. The first is based on brinkmanship
 and Thomas Schelling's (1960, 1962b,
 1966) threats-that-leave-something-to-
 chance. If a state could not credibly
 threaten to impose the sanction of a mass-
 ive nuclear retaliatory attack deliberately,
 perhaps it could make threats-that-leave-
 something-to-chance; that is, a state could
 threaten to take steps that created not a
 certainty but only a risk or chance that
 the state would launch a massive attack.
 In other words, during a crisis a state
 could exercise a limited option that cre-
 ated some risk that the crisis would go out
 of control and end in an unlimited nuclear
 exchange. Because the exercise of these
 limited options only created a risk of a
 general nuclear exchange and did not
 make it certain, a state might rationally
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 decide to use a limited option if the risk it
 generated was sufficiently low and the
 cost of submitting to its adversary was
 sufficiently high. Crises then would
 become a competition in taking risks in
 which each state bid up the risk until one
 state or the other found the risk intoler-
 able and submitted or until the risk of
 disaster became a reality and there was a
 general nuclear exchange. By providing a
 means of exerting coercive power through
 credible threats to manipulate the risk of a
 massive attack, Schelling's threats-that-
 left-something-to-chance offered at least a
 conceptual solution to the credibility
 problem.

 Although brinkmanship and its associ-
 ated threats-that-leave-something-to-
 chance solved the credibility problem in
 principle, the solution was not entirely
 satisfactory. Both the doctrine of massive
 retaliation and brinkmanship rely on the
 same sanction, a massive nuclear attack.
 With no state willing to impose the sanc-
 tion deliberately, brinkmanship had to
 appeal to an "autonomous risk" (Snyder
 and Diesing 1977, 210) that this sanction
 would be imposed (Freedman 1986; Nale-
 buff 1986; Powell 1985, 1988; Rhodes
 1988; Schelling 1960, 1962b, 1966); that
 is, there had to be some chance that a
 state would launch a massive nuclear
 attack although it was not rational to do
 so. At root brinkmanship depended on
 manipulating the risk that a massive
 nuclear attack would be launched acci-
 dentally or irrationally. Depending on
 this to deter an adversary from challeng-
 ing vital interests seemed somewhat un-
 satisfactory. "To rely on leaving things to
 chance, however realistic in terms of the
 actual fears and perceptions of political
 leaders and the difficulty of controlling
 the process of escalation once it was under
 way, seemed like the abandonment of
 strategy" (Freedman 1986, 773).

 The strategy of limited retaliation pur-
 sued a second approach to the credibility
 problem inherent in the doctrine of mass-

 ive retaliation (Davis 1976; Kaplan 1962;
 Knorr 1962; Powell 1985; Schelling
 1962a, 1962b, 1965, 1966). By appealing
 to a sanction that no state could credibly
 threaten to impose deliberately, brink-
 manship was forced to rely on threats-
 that-left-something-to-chance and on the
 autonomous risk implicit in them. The
 strategy of limited retaliation was to be
 based on a set of more limited sanctions
 that a state could credibly threaten to
 impose deliberately. During a crisis, a
 state would attempt to deter an adversary
 from taking some action by threatening to
 inflict a limited amount of punishment on
 this adversary. Should this threat initially
 prove insufficiently credible to deter an
 adversary, then a state would actually
 inflict some punishment in order to make
 the threat of future punishment more
 credible.

 These limited options had to satisfy two
 criteria: a state had to be able to impose
 costs high enough to induce the adversary
 to back down rather than endure the lim-
 ited punishment, but the options had to
 be sufficiently limited, so that even if they
 were exercised, the adversary would still
 be left with something else to lose. This
 was the key to the credibility problem. An
 adversary might be deterred from retaliat-
 ing in order not to lose what was left. A
 state might, for example, threaten to
 destroy one of its adversary's cities in
 order to coerce it into backing down dur-
 ing a severe confrontation in which vital
 national interests were at stake. If during
 the course of this confrontation this threat
 were carried out, then-despite the hor-
 rendous loss of a city-the adversary
 would still have much left to lose. More-
 over, the fact that it had already lost one
 city might make the threat that it was
 about to lose another very credible. This,
 in turn, might convince it not to retaliate
 and to back down.

 Of course, both superpowers could
 employ the strategy of limited retaliation;
 that is, each state could attempt to coerce
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 its adversary into backing down by in-
 flicting limited amounts of punishment in
 order to convince its adversary that the
 cost of continuing would be greater than
 the cost of backing down. In this way a
 crisis would become a contest of resolve
 in which each state attempted to demon-
 strate that it was more willing to inflict
 and endure punishment in order to have
 its way than was its adversary. In the end
 one of the states might succeed in making
 the threat of future damage sufficiently
 credible to induce its adversary to back
 down. Or each state might continue to
 believe that if it holds on just a little
 longer and inflicted just a little more
 damage, its adversary would quit. In this
 case, each state would destroy the other:
 "A war of endurance might bleed both
 sides to death" (Schelling 1962b, 429).

 The final result of brinkmanship and
 the strategy of limited retaliation might be
 the same, the utter devastation of both
 states. But the essence of the dynamic is
 very different. Brinkmanship depends on
 the autonomous risk that the crisis will go
 out of control. During a crisis the states
 exert coercive pressure on each other by
 manipulating this risk. Crises are a com-
 petition in taking autonomous risks. In
 the strategy of limited retaliation the
 states remain in complete control and,
 while in complete control, begin to de-
 stroy each other through a series of lim-
 ited attacks. Through these attacks the
 states exert coercive pressure on each
 other by attempting to make the threat of
 future destruction sufficiently credible to
 induce the adversary to back down. Each
 of these limited attacks is launched ration-
 ally in the sense that each state believes
 that the chance of the adversary's soon
 backing down is high enough to make it
 worth holding on just a little longer.
 Crises in the strategy of limited retaliation
 are a competition in inflicting punish-
 ment.

 Before turning to a model of the strat-
 egy of limited retaliation, I shall briefly

 relate the strategy of limited retaliation to
 the counterforce doctrines that have
 played such a prominent role in the evolu-
 tion of U.S. nuclear strategy. These doc-
 trines are based on counterforce capabili-
 ties and escalation dominance and have in
 one form or another been part of Mc-
 Namara's "no-cities" doctrine of 1962,
 Schlesinger's doctrine of limited nuclear
 options in 1974, and the Carter admin-
 istration's countervailing strategy, which
 was formalized in presidential directive 59
 in 1980 (Ball 1982; Davis 1976; Freedman
 1986; Sagan 1989; Slocomb 1981).

 By these doctrines a state may use its
 counterforce capabilities partly in order
 to limit damage to itself. This, however, is
 not the primary purpose of these capabili-
 ties, for both superpowers are assumed to
 be able to destroy each other; that is, a
 state cannot physically protect its cities
 should its adversary decide to attack
 them. Rather, counterforce capabilities
 are to be used to keep the onus of escala-
 tion on an adversary. If, that is, a state
 has escalation dominance, then regardless
 of the level of the military confrontation,
 a state can use its counterforce capabilities
 to ensure that its adversary is very unlike-
 ly to prevail at the current level of
 military conflict. Consequently, the
 adversary is continually forced to decide
 whether it will back down or escalate to a
 still higher level of violence. By forcing its
 adversary to bear the burden of escalation
 at every level, a state hopes that its adver-
 sary will eventually find this burden too
 great and will back down.2

 But in deciding whether or not to back
 down, a state still has the ability to de-
 stroy its adversary's cities. If it can do this
 in a limited way, this state still has the
 option of turning to a strategy of limited
 retaliation at any stage in the counterforce
 struggle. As Schelling (1965; 1966, 190-
 204) recognized, counterforce doctrines
 are in the end likely to confront a state
 with the same dilemma as does the strat-
 egy of limited retaliation. Does a state
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 Figure 1. Limited Retaliation with Complete Information
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 surrender a vital national interest or
 engage in a horrible campaign of destruc-
 tion in an attempt to coerce the other state
 into surrendering? Because the fundamen-
 tal dilemma is the same, a better under-
 standing of this dilemma and the dynam-
 ics of the strategy of limited retaliation
 is also relevant to these counterforce
 doctrines.

 The Complete-Information
 Model

 Before describing the model, an impor-
 tant qualification is in order. To the
 extent that one envisions the use of a large
 number and wide range of limited nuclear
 options, the strategy of limited retaliation
 makes very strong assumptions about
 each state's ability to command and con-
 trol its nuclear forces during a conflict.
 Recent work on the command and control
 system (e.g., Blair 1985; Bracken 1984;
 Carter, Steinbruner, and Zracket 1987)
 raises very grave doubts about such an
 assumption. As a model of the strategy of
 limited retaliation, this strong assumption
 will also be implicit in the model. As such,
 the model is at most a first step toward an
 analysis that integrates aspects of both
 limited retaliation and brinkmanship.

 The strategy of limited retaliation is
 modeled as a game in which each state
 tries to coerce its adversary into submis-
 sion by inflicting limited amounts of pun-
 ishment on it. In the game, which is illus-
 trated in Figure 1, there are two players: a
 challenger, C, and a defender, D. The

 challenger and defender start with some
 initial level of resources, rc and rD, re-
 spectively. In the gruesome story under-
 lying the strategy of limited retaliation
 and the model, rc may be thought of as
 the number of cities C has and rD as the
 number of D's cities.

 Play begins with C's having to choose
 one of three alternatives. It can refrain
 from challenging the status quo by play-
 ing -E in which case the game ends im-
 mediately. Or it can launch an unlimited
 nuclear attack against D by choosing A.
 This too ends the game: C's unlimited
 attack destroys D and D is assumed to
 destroy C in retaliation. Finally, C may
 exploit the situation by challenging the
 status quo with E. This shifts the onus of
 escalation onto D.

 C's challenge forces D to decide which
 of three courses to follow: D can submit
 to C's challenge by quitting the crisis with
 Q, launch an unlimited attack against C
 by following A, which ends the game with
 both states' utter destruction, or escalate
 E by launching a limited attack against
 C, that is, destroy part of what C values.
 In that case let PD be the amount of pun-
 ishment inflicted on C by D's limited
 attack. Then, D's limited attack leaves rc
 -PD of C intact.

 D's limited attack shifts the onus of
 escalation back to C. C must now decide
 among the three options that just con-
 fronted D: submit with Q and end the
 game, end the game by launching an un-
 limited attack against D, launch a limited
 attack against D with E. The limited
 attack destroys part of what D values and
 leaves D with rD - PC, where Pc is the
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 amount of punishment inflicted by C's
 limited attack.

 C's limited attack shifts the onus of
 escalation back to D. As before, D must
 decide whether it will quit the crisis by
 submitting to C, launch an unlimited
 attack, or carry out a limited attack. A
 limited attack again destroys PD of C.
 After D's second limited attack, C is left
 with rc -2PD

 The game continues in this way with
 the onus of escalation shifting back and
 forth. C's mth limited attack leaves rD -
 mpC of D intact, and D's mth attack
 leaves rc - mpD of C intact. Once it
 starts, escalation can end in only one of
 three ways: one of the states could end the
 crisis by submitting to its adversary; one
 of the states could end the game at some
 point by launching an unlimited nuclear
 attack; or the states could bleed each
 other to death. That is, each state might
 continue to escalate by launching limited
 attacks against its adversary until one of
 them is completely destroyed, albeit in-
 crementally. Symbolically, such attacks
 might continue until rc - MDPD = 0 or
 rc - Mcpc = 0, where MD is the num-
 ber of D's limited attacks after which C
 will have nothing left to lose and Mc is
 the number of C's limited attacks after
 which D will have nothing left to lose. (To
 simplify matters, rc and rD are assumed
 to be evenly divisible by PD and Pc, re-
 spectively.) Once one of the states, say C,
 is completely destroyed-that is, once m
 = MD SO that rc - mpD = 0-it has
 nothing left to lose and is assumed to
 destroy D in retaliation. Thus, the game
 can continue only as long as both states
 have something left to lose. As soon as
 one of the states has nothing left to lose, it
 destroys its adversary and the game ends.
 In terms of the game tree this means that
 the last decision node in the tree is charac-
 terized by a choice between quitting or
 completely destroying an adversary. D's
 last decision node in Figure 1, for exam-
 ple, is the last decision node precisely

 because at this point all that remains
 intact of C is PD and D must choose be-
 tween quitting and attacking. If D quits,
 the game ends with D's submission. If,
 however, D attacks, C is left with nothing
 more to lose and is assumed to retaliate
 against D with an unlimited attack. The
 game ends in the complete destruction of
 both C and D.

 It will be convenient to use the follow-
 ing notation for the states' strategies and
 information sets, which, in the complete
 information game, are individual decision
 nodes. Let fD(m) be the information set at
 which the defender must carry out the
 mth limited attack on C if it is to escalate.
 Similarly, D c(m) for m 2 1 is the infor-
 mation set at which C must carry out the
 mth limited attack on D if it is to escalate.
 At fQc(O) C is deciding whether or not to
 dispute the status quo. C has to choose
 one of three alternatives at f2c(m): it can
 quit, escalate by launching a limited
 attack, or launch an unlimited attack.
 Consequently, C's behavioral strategy at
 f1c(m) can be described by the probability
 that C will escalate-ec(m)-and the
 probability that C will launch an un-
 limited attack-ac(m). The probability of
 C's quitting the crisis is given by 1-
 ec(m) - ac(m). D's behavioral strategies
 are labeled similarly. At fD(m), D esca-
 lates with a limited attack with probabil-
 ity eD(m), launches an unlimited attack
 with probability aD(m), and quits with
 probability 1 - eD(m)- aD(m).

 To complete the description of the
 game, the payoffs must be specified. This
 specification is necessarily somewhat
 arbitrary. There are no clear historical
 parallels to the situation underlying the
 strategy of limited retaliation that could
 be used to inform the specification of the
 payoffs. Nor are there any widely ac-
 cepted analogies in the existing work on
 limited retaliation that could help to
 specify the payoffs. Fortunately, the equi-
 librium outcomes of, at least, the com-
 plete information game turn out to be
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 quite insensitive to the precise specifica-
 tion of the payoffs.

 The game can end in one of three ways.
 The game could end with the continuation
 of the status quo if C decides against mak-
 ing a challenge. Let the payoff to this be
 (rc, rD), where the first element in the
 ordered pair is the challenger's payoff.
 The two states could also completely de-
 stroy each other either because one of
 them launches an unlimited attack or
 because they bleed each other to death.
 Normalize the payoff to this outcome to
 be (0,0). Or one of the states could sub-
 mit. Suppose that the challenger prevails
 because the defender submits. In this out-
 come the challenger's payoff should re-
 flect two opposing influences: the gain
 due to prevailing and the loss due to the
 limited punishment that D may have
 wrought on C. The precise payoff to the
 challenger if it prevails after suffering m
 limited attacks will be taken to be (rc -
 mpD) + (1 - mpD/rc)wc. This expres-
 sion is motivated by two considerations.
 First, note that if C challenges the status
 quo and D then submits without attack-
 ing, m = 0 and the payoff to C is rc +
 wC. The value of the status quo for C
 being rc, wc is the net gain that C can
 derive from changing the status quo while
 at the same time being able to deter D
 from inflicting any punishment on C. In
 this sense wzC is the marginal gain of pre-
 vailing without resistance. More general-
 ly, if C prevails after having suffered m
 limited attacks, the first term is simply
 how much of C is left intact when D sub-
 mits. The second term is the incremental
 gain due to prevailing. Note that the size
 of the gain depends on m. The greater m,
 that is, the more damage C has suffered,
 the smaller the incremental gain of pre-
 vailing. The idea here is that the more
 destruction C has suffered, the less able it
 is to exploit the fruits of its "victory." In
 the extreme, if C is bled to death-that is,
 if rc - mpD = 0-the incremental gain
 of prevailing will be zero: [I. -

 m(pD/rc)]wc = 0. Prevailing is worth-
 less to one who has been bled to death.

 Similarly, the payoff to D of submitting
 after C has attacked m times is taken to be
 (rD - mpc) - (1 - mpc/rD)sD, where
 SD is the incremental loss that D will suf-
 fer if it does not resist C's initial chal-
 lenge; that is, if D submits as soon as C
 challenges the status quo, its payoff will
 be rD - SD and its incremental loss will be
 SD. Again, the first term reflects how
 much of D remains when the confronta-
 tion ends. The second term is the incre-
 mental loss of submitting.

 Finally, suppose that the game ends
 because C submits to D. The payoff to D
 of prevailing after having endured m lim-
 ited attacks is (rD - mpc) + (1 -
 mpc/rD)wD, where WD is the incremental
 gain to D if it can prevail by coercing C
 into submitting after C has challenged the
 status quo but before it has carried out a
 limited attack against D. As with C, the
 incremental gain that D derives from pre-
 vailing declines as D suffers more dam-
 age. The payoff to C of submitting after
 having been attacked m times is (rc -
 mpD) - (1 - mpD/rc)sc, where sC re-
 flects the incremental cost of submitting.

 I will also assume that the payoff to
 prevailing after having been attacked m
 times is greater than the payoff to submit-
 ting after having been attacked m times.
 This implies that wC + SC > 0 and WD +
 SD > 0. And as long as a state has some-
 thing left to lose, submitting will be
 assumed to be better than being complete-
 ly destroyed. This leaves rc - SC > 0 and
 rD - SD > 0. Finally, it will also be con-
 venient to assume that the difference be-
 tween winning and losing is less than the
 absolute payoff to losing; that is, rc -SC
 > WD + SD and rD - SD > WD + SD*

 Thinking of the game as a rather un-
 usual auction may help to clarify its basic
 structure. C starts with rc dollars and D
 with rD dollars. Initially the auctioneer
 asks C if it wants to participate in the auc-
 tion; D has no choice in the matter. If C
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 does not, there is no auction and C and D
 are left with rc and rD. If C wants to par-
 ticipate, the auction begins. The object of
 the auction is to coerce one's adversary
 into submitting, that is, passing a turn to
 bid. D has the first bid. If it passes, the
 auction ends with C's receiving wC and
 therefore ending up with rc + wC. D has
 to pay SD and ends with rD - SD. If D
 decides to bid, the auctioneer subtracts PD
 from C. C is now left with rc -PD and
 must decide whether or not to bid. If C
 passes, the game ends. D receives WD and
 leaves the auction with rD + WD. C pays
 an additional [1 - (pD/rc)]sc for passing
 after D has bid once and is left with a total
 of rc -PD - [1 - (pD/rc)]sc. If, in-
 stead, C bids, Pc is subtracted from D,
 leaving it with rD- PC. If D now passes,
 the game ends and an additional [1 -
 (pc/rD)]SD is subtracted from D, which
 leaves it with a total of rD - Pc - [1 -
 (pc/rD)]SD. C receives [1 - (pD/rc)]wc
 for prevailing and ends the game with rc
 - PD + [1 - (pD/rc)]wc. If D hadbid a
 second time, PD would be subtracted
 from C a second time, leaving it with rc
 - 2PD* It is now C's turn to bid. If C
 passes, D receives [1 - (pc/rD)]wD, leav-
 ing it with rD - Pc + [1 - (pc/rD)]wD,
 and C loses [1 - 2(pD/rC)]sC, which
 gives it a total of rc - 2PD - [1 -
 2(PD/rc)]sc. If C bids for a second time,
 an additional Pc is subtracted from D
 leaving it with rD - 2pC. The auction
 continues in this way until one of the bid-
 ders passes. If no bidder passes, one of
 them eventually runs out of money. At
 this point the auctioneer ends the auction
 by subtracting from the other bidder
 whatever money it still has and both are
 left with nothing.

 This auction differs from the dollar
 auction that has been used to study esca-
 lation (O'Neill 1986; Shubik 1971) in a
 subtle yet crucial way. In the dollar auc-
 tion, two players bid for a dollar. The
 bidding alternates back and forth until
 one of the players passes. At this point the

 dollar is awarded to the player who did
 not pass. The important feature of this
 auction, however, is that regardless
 of which player wins the dollar, both
 players pay the auctioneer their bids. If,
 for example, one player has bid 75 cents
 and its opponent, having previously bid
 50 cents, passes, the first player receives
 the dollar and pays 75 cents for a net gain
 of 25 cents, while the second player pays
 the value of its bid and loses 50 cents.

 Shubik (1971) and O'Neill (1986) offer
 the dollar auction as a model of esca-
 lation and note that in practice the
 bids often exceed a dollar; that is, indi-
 vidual players often end up paying more
 than the value of winning. Schelling
 explicitly appeals to a variant of the
 dollar auction as an analogy for the strat-
 egy of limited retaliation: "In early days,
 San Franciscans, it is said, conducted
 'duels' by throwing gold coins one by one
 into the Bay until one or the other called it
 quits" (Schelling 1962a, 243-44).

 The dollar auction, however, is a
 problematic analogy for the strategy of
 limited retaliation. In limited retaliation a
 state "bids" by attacking its adversary and
 destroying part of it. A state does not pay
 the price of its "bid," its adversary does.
 This is in keeping with my auction but
 does not accord well with the dollar auc-
 tion. In the dollar auction the bidder, not
 its adversary, pays the price of the bid.
 Accordingly, my auction would seem to
 provide a better analogy for the strategy
 of limited retaliation than does the dollar
 auction.

 The Complete Information
 Equilibria

 The sequential equilibria of the com-
 plete information game suggest that each
 state would like to have a large number of
 limited options, each of which would, if
 exercised, inflict relatively little punish-
 ment on an adversary. Moreover, each
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 state would also like to have counterforce
 options. Surprisingly, counterforce op-
 tions are still desirable even though a state
 cannot use them to limit the total amount
 of damage that an adversary can inflict.
 Indeed, throughout the confrontation,
 each state is always able to destroy its
 adversary by launching an unlimited
 nuclear attack.

 Focusing on sequential equilibria solves
 the credibility problem inherent in the
 doctrine of massive retaliation. This doc-
 trine foundered because it was based on
 an inherently incredible threat, that is, on
 a threat that would not be rational to
 carry out. Sequential equilibria address
 this problem by formally precluding strat-
 egies that would be irrational to imple-
 ment, given the player's beliefs when the
 decision whether to carry out the threat
 must be made. In this sense, then, sequen-
 tial equilibrium strategies and the threats
 implicit in them are credible.3

 The number of a state's limited attacks
 after which its adversary will have
 nothing left to lose determines which state
 owns the last decision node in the game.
 The ownership of this node, in turn, plays
 a crucial role in the analysis of the game's
 equilibria. Recall that Mc is the number
 of C's limited attacks after which D will
 have nothing more to lose. Having
 nothing left to lose means that rD -

 MCpC = 0. This gives MC = rD/pc,
 where, as noted earlier, rD is assumed to
 be evenly divisible by Pc. Similarly, MD
 is the number of D's limited attacks after
 which C will have nothing left to lose, and
 MD = rC/PD.

 To see how Mc and MD determine
 which state owns the last decision node in
 the game, suppose Mc ' MD. Then after
 each state has attacked MD - 1 times C
 will have rc - (MD -1)PD > 0 and D
 will have rD - (MD -1)pc > 0. Sub-
 stituting rC/pD for MD, C has PD left.
 Now note that because D is the first to
 carry out a limited attack in the game, the
 decision of what to do after each state has

 attacked MD - 1 times belongs to D. But
 because C only has PD left to lose, an
 attack by D will leave C with nothing left
 to lose. Thus, if D attacks for the MDth
 time, C will be left with nothing more to
 lose, and the game will end in both states'
 complete destruction. Therefore, if Mc '
 MD, the last decision node in the game
 belongs to D and is the node at which D
 must decide whether or not to attack for
 the MDth time. (In the game in Figure 1,
 Mc?MD=4.)

 Now suppose Mc< MD. After C has
 attacked MC - 1 times and D has at-
 tacked Mc times, D will have rD - (MC
 - 1)pC = Pc left to lose. Moreover, C
 must decide at this point whether or not
 to launch a limited attack for the MCth
 time. If it does, D will be left with nothing
 more to lose and the game will end in both
 states' utter devastation. Accordingly, the
 last decision node in a game where Mc <
 MD belongs to C and is the node at which
 C must decide whether or not to attack
 for the Mcth time. Given all of this, the
 following proposition holds:

 PROPOSITION 1. The complete informa-
 tion game has a unique sequential equi-
 librium. If MC > MD, C challenges the
 status quo in this equilibrium and D
 submits immediately. If MD > MC, C
 does not challenge the status quo.

 Proof. The complete information game
 has perfect information, so it will suffice
 to specify the states' strategies. This is
 done through backwards programming.
 Suppose Mc ' MD. Then the last deci-
 sion node in the tree belongs to D; that is,
 fID(MD) is the last decision node in the
 tree. If D attacks here, the game ends and
 D's payoff is zero. If D submits, its payoff
 will be positive. More precisely, D and C
 must have attacked each other MD - 1
 times for the game to have reached
 fID(MD). Hence, D's payoff will be [rD -
 (MD - 1)pC][1 - (sD/rD)I > 0. Submit-
 ting at QD(MD) is D's best strategy.
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 The node immediately preceding
 OD(MD), C's last decision node, is 72C(MD
 - 1). If C launches an unlimited attack, it
 receives 0. If it submits, it will do better,
 obtaining a positive payoff of pC[l -
 (sc/rc)]. But if C attacks, D will quit at
 QD(MD) without inflicting any more pun-
 ishment on C. This will leave C with pc[l
 + (wc/rc). Because pc[1 + (wc/rc)] >
 pc[l - (sc/rc)], attacking at OC(MD
 1) offers C the highest payoff.

 The node immediately preceding
 OC(MD - 1) is OD(MD - 1). If D
 launches an unlimited attack here, its pay-
 off is 0. If D launches a limited attack, C
 will retaliate with a limited attack at
 OC(MD - 1), after which D will submit at
 OD(MD). Because it is better to submit
 now than after having endured more pun-
 ishment, D submits at f2D(MD - 1).

 Because D will submit at OD(MD - 1),
 C will escalate at OC(MD - 2), the node
 immediately preceding f2D(MD - 1). This
 line of reasoning shows that C escalates at
 every flc(m) and that D submits at every
 OD(m). Thus, C exploits the situation at
 the beginning of the game, and D submits
 as soon as it is challenged.

 If MD > Mc, the last decision node in
 the tree belongs to C. Paralleling the argu-
 ment for the case in which Mc ' MD, the
 owner of the last decision node in the tree
 quits at this node. Given that C submits at
 OC(MC), D's best strategy is to escalate at
 D(Mc), the node immediately preceding
 flc(Mc). Given that D will escalate at
 fD(Mc) and that C will quit at OC(MC),
 C's best strategy at the node just before
 2D(Mc) is to quit. This line of reasoning
 shows that C quits at every Q c(m) and
 that D escalates at every fD(m). Hence,
 there is no initial challenge. QED

 Before turning to the role of counter-
 force options and the consequences of
 having smaller, less-destructive limited
 options, three remarks are in order. First,
 proposition 1 may be stated more concise-
 ly: the state with the largest M prevails.

 (If MC = MD, then, because D is the first
 to attack, C still prevails.) Second, no
 state ever launches an unlimited attack.
 Although each state throughout the con-
 frontation has the ability to destroy its
 adversary with an unlimited attack, it
 never resorts to this. Of course, this
 should be expected in a sequential equilib-
 rium, for since the nuclear revolution the
 threat to launch an unlimited attack has
 become inherently incredible.

 Third, the equilibrium of the complete
 information game is quite insensitive to
 the precise specification of the states' pay-
 offs. Essentially, the payoffs need satisfy
 only two conditions. First, the payoff to
 escalating must be sufficiently high and
 the cost one pays to escalate sufficiently
 low to induce a state to escalate if it is cer-
 tain that its adversary will submit im-
 mediately thereafter. This holds in the
 present model because escalating by
 launching a limited attack is assumed to
 hurt the adversary but not the attacking
 state. Interestingly, this formal condition
 is quite similar to one that Kahn takes to
 be characteristic of the general problem of
 escalation: "The value of victory is usual-
 ly great enough so that it would be worth-
 while for either side to raise its commit-
 ment enough to win the escalation if it
 were certain that the other side would not
 counter the rise" (Kahn 1965, 7). The
 second condition required of the payoffs
 is that the owner of the last decision node
 in the tree must quit. With these two
 restrictions and complete information,
 regardless of the precise specification of
 the payoffs, the game unravels, just as it
 did in the proof of proposition 1, leaving
 the unique sequential equilibrium defined
 in that proposition.

 The evolution of U.S. nuclear strategy
 has been characterized by a perennial call
 for limited options that are more selective
 and inflict less punishment on an adver-
 sary. There has also been a frequent call
 for counterforce options capable of
 destroying an adversary's military capa-
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 bilities or disrupting its ability to carry
 out its operations. McNamara urged
 them in 1962 as part of his struggle to
 introduce more flexibility into the war
 plan or the Single Integrated Operational
 Plans (SIOP). These options were also at
 the center of the Schlesinger doctrine in
 the early 1970s and continued to play an
 important part in the countervailing strat-
 egy of the late 1970s and early 1980s (Ball
 1982; Davis 1976; Freedman 1981, 1986;
 Sagan 1989; Slocomb 1981).

 In the model each state would like to
 have a larger number of smaller, less-
 destructive limited options, as well as bet-
 ter counterforce capabilities, than its
 adversary. Because the state with the larg-
 est M prevails, a state is better off if its M
 is larger than its adversary's. Consider C
 and recall that Mc-the maximum num-
 ber of C's limited attacks after which D
 will have nothing more to lose-is equal
 to rD/pc. If MC 2 MD, C prevails. But
 for any fixed MD, Mc will be greater than
 or equal to MD if Pc is sufficiently small.
 Pc, however, is the amount of punish-
 ment C inflicts on D when C launches a
 limited attack against D. In this sense,
 then, C is better off if it has smaller, less-
 destructive limited options.

 C, it seems, would also like to have
 counterforce capabilities, because C pre-
 vails if Mc 2 MD and counterforce capa-
 bilities may reduce MD. With MD =
 rC/pD, MD can be made less than any
 fixed Mc by taking PD to be sufficiently
 large. But recall that PD is the amount of
 punishment D inflicts on C when D car-
 ries out a limited attack. This suggests
 that C would be better off if it had coun-
 terforce capabilities that disrupt D's stra-
 tegic forces and compel D to choose be-
 tween backing down or launching larger,
 more-destructive limited attacks; that is,
 C would like to have counterforce capa-
 bilities capable of increasing PD.

 An extreme example illustrates the
 underlying logic. Suppose that C could
 launch a counterforce attack that left D

 with only two options: to submit or to
 launch a massive, unlimited attack
 against C. In effect, D has been put in the
 position of having to rely on the inherent-
 ly incredible doctrine of massive retalia-
 tion and so submits. In sum, counterforce
 capabilities are desirable in the model, but
 not for the purpose of limiting damage. In
 the model each state can always be de-
 stroyed if its adversary decides to launch
 an unlimited attack. Rather, counterforce
 capabilities are desired for coercive bar-
 gaining purposes because they can be used
 to limit an adversary's options.4

 Jervis argues that the desire for nuclear
 counterforce capabilities in U.S. strategic
 doctrine is largely due to "conventionali-
 zation," that is, "the attempt to treat
 nuclear bombs as though they were con-
 ventional weapons, to apply the same
 ways of thinking to them that applied in
 the prenuclear era" (Jervis 1984, 56). Con-
 ventionalization in essence denies that
 there has been a nuclear revolution and
 asserts that the classical logic of war still
 applies-that both superpowers' having
 secure second-strike forces has not funda-
 mentally changed the relation between a
 state's political objectives and its use or
 threatened use of force. Jervis may be cor-
 rect in attributing to conventionalization
 the desire for counterforce capabilities
 that has characterized U.S. strategic doc-
 trine. But the model suggests that the con-
 clusion that the nuclear revolution de-
 prives counterforce capabilities of any
 role is problematic. In the game each state
 is completely vulnerable to its adversary
 throughout the confrontation. The nu-
 clear revolution is implicit in the model.
 Yet, surprisingly, counterforce capabili-
 ties continue to have a role.

 Although the equilibrium of the com-
 plete information game has some interest-
 ing and suggestive properties, it lacks
 dynamics. In equilibrium there are no
 crises. There is either no challenge or if
 there is a challenge, it is not resisted. To
 make the model dynamic, I introduce in-
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 complete information.

 Incomplete Information

 A sequential crisis equilibrium is a
 sequential equilibrium in which there is
 some chance that there will be a crisis.
 Following Snyder and Diesing's (1977, 13)
 notion that for there to be a crisis there
 must be a resisted challenge, a sequential
 crisis equilibrium is, more formally, a
 sequential equilibrium in which there is a
 positive probability that C will challenge
 the status quo and that D will resist by
 escalating at least once.

 Suppose that Mc 2 MD. If there were
 complete information, then by proposi-
 tion 1, C would challenge the status quo
 and D would immediately submit. But
 suppose that C is uncertain about the
 nature or type of its adversary. C believes
 that there is some chance that it is facing
 not D but D'. What distinguishes D' from
 D is that D' is wedded to a specific
 strategy. In particular, if C launches a
 limited attack against D', D' will always
 and unquestionably retaliate by launching
 a limited attack against C. Because D'
 always retaliates and D would never re-
 taliate if there were complete information,
 D' and D will be called the resolute and
 irresolute defender, respectively.5

 Because the game ends as soon as one of
 the states stops escalating, D"s strategy is
 in effect "tit-for-tat." As long as C esca-
 lates, so will D' and the escalation cannot
 end until C "cooperates" by not escalat-
 ing. Tit-for-tat has recently received a
 good deal of attention (e.g., Axelrod
 1984), and modeling the lack of complete
 information by assuming that D' plays
 this strategy may contribute to develop-
 ing a deeper understanding of its role in
 crisis bargaining. Another reason for
 treating D' in this way is that D' is in a cer-
 tain sense irrational. It will continue to
 escalate even if that ultimately means
 leaving C with nothing more to lose, and

 thereby bringing about its own destruc-
 tion.

 C, then, is uncertain whether it is facing
 a completely rational adversary, repre-
 sented by D, or a somewhat irrational
 adversary like D'. This in turn gives D an
 opportunity to exploit the strategy of the
 "rationality of the irrational" (Kahn 1965,
 57-58); that is, D can attempt to play on
 C's doubts about its adversary's rational-
 ity by trying to build and maintain a
 reputation for being irrational. Thus by
 modeling D' in this way, the strategy of
 the rationality of the irrationality may
 also be examined. (A third reason for
 treating D' in this manner is that it greatly
 simplifies the game tree and subsequent
 analysis.)

 C's uncertainty about the nature of its
 adversary creates a dilemma. If C were
 certain that it was facing D, it would chal-
 lenge the status quo. But if C were certain
 that it was facing D', it would never dis-
 pute the status quo. If it did, D' would
 retaliate and continue to do so until C
 backed down or until both states had bled
 themselves to death. The fact that C will
 back down if it is sufficiently confident
 that it is facing D' gives D an incentive to
 develop and maintain a reputation for
 being resolute. C's struggle to determine if
 its adversary is actually resolute and D's
 struggle to maintain a reputation for
 being resolute and derive the benefits of it
 are the seeds of escalation.

 To simplify the discussion, the analyses
 will focus on the case in which Mc 2 MD
 and there is only one-sided incomplete
 information. The incomplete information
 game is illustrated in Figure 2. With Mc 2
 MD, the last information set belongs to D
 and is QD(MD). The one-sided incomplete
 information will be modeled by assuming
 that only the challenger is uncertain of the
 type of its adversary. C believes that it is
 facing the irresolute defender D with
 probability 1 - n and the resolute de-
 fender D' with probability -q where X is
 common knowledge. In effect, the game
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 Figure 2. Limited Retaliation with Incomplete Information

 -Eo Qo Qo Qo Qo Q

 NIC(O) QC( ) Q (2)

 E E tE ( E tSE E

 begins with a random move that decides
 the type of the defender, D with probabil-

 ity 1 - q and D' with probability q. Let
 flc(m) denote the probability that C is fac-
 ing D at Oc(m); that is, C believes that it
 is facing D with probability gc(m) at

 IC(m). Accordingly, ilc(l) = 1 - q, that
 is, C initially believes that its adversary is
 D with probability 1 - q. Then the fol-
 lowing proposition holds.

 PROPOSITION 2. In all of the noncrisis
 sequential equilibria of the incomplete
 information game, the challenger does
 not dispute the status quo. If, more-
 over, q > - (i is defined below), there
 are no sequential crisis equilibria. If v
 < a, there is an essentially unique
 sequential crisis equilibrium. D's strate-
 gies and beliefs are given by

 en(1) = (rc-sc) ((- )(MD- 1)

 (WC + SC) + e*(2)[rc

 + (MD -)(WC + Sc)IJ)

 For2 c m ' MD -1

 ED(m) = [MD -(M - 1)](WC + SC)/

 {[MD - (m-1)](WC + SC)

 + [1 e*(m + l)][rc-sc
 + (MD M)(WC + SC)]j.

 e D(MD) O.

 And for all m, a*D(m) = 0. C's strate-
 gies and beliefs are given by e*c(O)
 1. For 1 ' m ' MD - 1,

 ec(m)M [Mc (m -1)](WD + SD)

 trD SD + [MC - (M - 1)](WD + SD))

 and for all m,

 a*C(m) = 0

 m

 3*C(m) = (1 - )[ II eO(i)]
 il1

 m

 In + (1 -9)t H e*D(i)]P1
 iml

 and

 X1=MDWCI(MD- VWC + SC)

 4 (2)[rc -SC + (MD - 1)(WC + SC)]]/

 I[rc - sc + MD(WC + S)][ - e*(2)]

 [rc sc + (MD-1)(WC + SC)]

 Powell (n.d.) derives the equilibrium
 strategies and beliefs in the more general
 case in which there is two-sided incom-
 plete information. Accordingly, only a
 very brief sketch of the derivation of
 proposition 2 will be given here. The first
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 Figure 3. The Dynamics of Escalation
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 step is to show that in a sequential crisis
 equilibrium, 0 < e*c(m) < 1 for 1 c m
 ' MD - 1. This implies that at any infor-
 mation set Oc(m) for 1 c m < MD - 1,
 C is indifferent between submitting and
 escalating; that is, the payoff to submit-
 ting equals the payoff to escalating. This
 fact and some tedious algebra gives the
 expressions for the equilibrium strategies.
 Finally, ensuring that all of the strategies
 are feasible, that is, that all of the proba-
 bilities are between zero and one, yields
 the condition that q < ,.

 Proposition 2 describes the dynamics of
 escalation in the strategy of limited retali-
 ation. The challenger initially believes
 that it is facing an irresolute defender with
 probability 1 - q. If this probability is
 sufficiently high, the challenger is confi-
 dent enough that its adversary is irreso-
 lute and challenges the status quo. This
 shifts the onus of escalation to the de-
 fender, which now escalates by launching
 a limited attack with probability e*D(l).
 The defender's retaliation now shifts the
 onus of escalation back to the challenger,
 leaving it less confident that the defender
 is irresolute. The challenger is now less
 likely to escalate: e*c(1) > e*C(2). Indeed
 as the confrontation continues and the
 onus of escalation shifts back and forth, C

 becomes less and less confident its adver-
 sary is irresolute and less and less likely to
 escalate: *c(m) > *c(m + 1) and
 e*C(m) > e*C(m + 1). Similarly, the
 defender also becomes less and less likely
 to escalate: e*D(m) > e*D(m + 1) for 2
 c m ' MD - 1. Figure 3 illustrates the
 dynamics of escalation for the case in
 which Mc = MD = 10; rc = rD = 10;
 WC = WD = 1; SC = SD = 1; and X =
 .00001.

 Crisis Stability
 and Limited Options

 Underlying the perennial call in U.S.
 strategic nuclear doctrine for having
 smaller, less-destructive limited options is
 the belief that deterrence depends on
 credibility and that credibility in turn
 depends on the likelihood that a state
 would actually carry out its threat if ever
 called upon to do so. Presumably a threat
 to carry out a smaller, less-destructive
 limited attack would be more credible and
 thereby enhance deterrence by making
 crises less likely (Greenwood and Nacht
 1974; Osgood 1979). But these threats are
 more credible precisely because they are
 more likely to be carried out. Even if
 having less-destructive options enhances
 deterrence by making a challenge to the
 status quo less likely and thereby reducing
 the chances of a nuclear exchange, this
 reduction may be offset by the fact that
 these weapons are more likely to be used
 should the status quo be challenged. The
 net effect may be to make a nuclear
 exchange more likely and in this sense
 reduce crisis stability (Panofsky 1973;
 Scoville 1974). The model provides a way
 of very tentatively balancing these oppos-
 ing influences.

 If the defender has smaller, less-destruc-
 tive limited options, this may be modeled
 by reducing PD, the amount of destruc-
 tion wrought by D if it escalates. As PD
 decreases, MD, which is equal to rC/pD,
 increases. Recall that the model is based
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 on the assumption that Mc ' MD. If,
 therefore, MD increases enough that MD
 > MC, C will not dispute the status quo.
 This follows immediately by noting that if

 MD > Mc, the last decision node in the
 tree now belongs to C. The argument used
 to prove proposition 1 then applies to the
 incomplete information game and shows
 that C will never challenge the status quo.
 With MD > MC there will be no chal-
 lenges and the probability of a nuclear
 exchange is zero. On balance, the effect of
 having options that are sufficiently small
 and limited that MD > Mc is to reduce
 the chances of a nuclear exchange.

 Now suppose that the defender has less-
 destructive limited options but that Mc '
 MD and X7 < X so that there remains some
 chance of a challenge to the status quo.
 The probability that D will resist a chal-
 lenge, e*D(l), is increasing in MD. Thus,
 as long as Mc ' MD and - < 1, the prob-
 ability of there being a nuclear exchange,
 e*c(O)e*D(l), increases as the defender
 acquires smaller, less-destructive limited
 options. In this case these options reduce
 crisis stability. A large reduction in the
 destructiveness of the defender's limited
 options may make the probability of a
 nuclear exchange smaller. A smaller
 reduction in the destructiveness of these
 options, however, may reduce crisis
 stability and make a nuclear exchange
 more likely.

 Conclusions

 Although mutually assured destruction
 may be the technological state of affairs,
 there are still several conceptual ap-
 proaches to nuclear deterrence. Recent
 formal work has focused on brinkman-
 ship crises in which states exert coercive
 pressure by manipulating the risk of an
 unlimited nuclear exchange. I have at-
 tempted to extend the formal analysis of
 nuclear deterrence theory to the strategy
 of limited retaliation in which states exert
 coercive pressure by inflicting limited

 amounts of damage on an adversary in
 order to make the threat of future punish-
 ment more credible.

 The strategy of limited retaliation has
 been modeled as a simple game of sequen-
 tial bargaining. The game's equilibrium
 suggests that states prefer to have relative-
 ly smaller, less-destructive limited op-
 tions. Moreover, each state also finds
 counterforce options desirable even
 though these options are incapable of
 limiting the total amount of damage an
 adversary can inflict on the state. When
 one-sided incomplete information is
 added to the model, the escalatory
 dynamic described by the game's unique
 sequential crisis equilibrium shows that as
 the crisis continues, the states become less
 and less likely to escalate further. The
 challenger also becomes less and less con-
 fident that it is facing an irresolute adver-
 sary. Moreover, a large reduction in the
 destructiveness of the defender's limited
 options may make the probability of a
 nuclear exchange smaller. A smaller
 reduction in the destructiveness of these
 options, however, may reduce crisis
 stability and make a nuclear exchange
 more likely. Finally, uncertainty and in-
 complete information play a crucial role
 in enhancing deterrence. Doubts about
 the defender's resolve may deter a state
 from making a challenge that it would
 have been certain to make had it been
 completely confident about the defender's
 resolve.

 Notes

 I should like to thank James Alt, James Morrow,
 Thomas Schelling, and R. Harrison Wagner for their
 comments and criticisms. This work was assisted by
 a John M. Olin Research Fellowship and a grant
 from the National Science Foundation (SES-
 8810611).

 1. This is actually the caricature of the doctrine
 that the doctrine's critics attacked. The actual doc-
 trine was more complicated and subtle. See, for
 example, Freedman 1986 and Wells 1981.

 2. See Jervis 1984 for a summary and harsh cri-
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 tique of escalation dominance and the countervail-
 ing strategy.

 3. See Kreps and Wilson 1982 for a formal defini-
 tion of a sequential equilibrium and a discussion of
 its properties. See Powell 1987 for a discussion of the
 use of sequential equilibria to solve the credibility
 problem in the context of nuclear brinkmanship.

 4. The conclusions about the desirability of hav-
 ing smaller, less-destructive limited options and of
 having counterforce capabilities must be interpreted
 cautiously. A state is clearly better off in the model,
 the larger its M, and in this sense it prefers to have
 the options that make M relatively larger. But these
 conclusions would be much stronger if the destruc-
 tiveness of the options and the ability to procure
 various levels of counterforce capabilities were
 endogenous in a more refined model and if in the
 equilibria of this refined game the states actually
 decided to have relatively less-destructive limited
 options and to have counterforce capabilities.

 5. Introducing incomplete information by assum-
 ing that D' has a single strategy greatly simplifies the
 game and the problem of finding the game's equilib-
 ria. Kreps and colleagues (1982) use this approach to
 study rational cooperation in a finitely repeated
 prisoner's dilemma.
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